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A World Of Fun
  
The Square Golf Ball® just got a lot more fun. Our new World Of Fun Square Golf Ball Set® is the perfect 
addition to a foursome on the links. Use this special set before or after your game. The sets consists of 4 
Square Golf Balls®, each branded/imprinted with a different nation’s fl ag, or different state fl ag. The 
imprint is on 5 sides. The challenge involves placing The Square Golf Ball® 15’ from the practice cup 
on the putting green. Each player tries to sink a putt using The Square Golf Ball®. Not nearly as easy as 
it sounds. The different state or country fl ags makes it easy to identify which belongs to a certain player. 
Guaranteed fun. The Square Golf Ball® cannot be struck with a golf driver, or any club that exerts force. 
The light tap of a putter is acceptable, and should not present any damage to The Square Golf Ball®. The 
Square Golf Ball® was initially conceived in 1995 while discussing golf. A poor day of putting spurred a 
comment by the now inventor about how a square golf ball wouldn’t roll past the cup. After some laughs, 
the inventor sketched a rough design and even put the name “The Square Golf Ball®” on the sketch. The 
idea was fi led away with no real pursuit. When the internet found its way into the scene, searching for all 
types of things became easier and easier. The inventor searched for this square golf ball item believing it 
must have been thought of before now. Searches went on, and fi nally in early 2012, after extensive and 
exhaustive searching, the original concept and name from 1995 came to life and the rest as they say, is 
history.   
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